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CLEMSON-WINTHR
COLONEL MUNSON
SPRING REST-DAYS
BARRACKS HERE TO
Y M C A SECRETARY
MERGER ANNOUNCE FINANCIALLY DEFUNCT
TO BE EXTEUDE
BE MADE WHkW VIOLATESPROHIBITION
First Corps-ed School in York Excessive Gambling and Dis- Faculty Feels that the Kadets
County to Be Monickered
sipation Prove Fatal to GoShould be Given Ample
Ciemthrop
lucky Commandant
Time to Rest their
Overwrought Nerves
It was learned here early last
It will be a shock to the Corps
night that Winthrop and Clemson of Cadets and. friends of Colonel
At a recent faculty meeting, a moare to be united into one institution. Munson to learn that he has just tion to extend spring holiadys until
This institution is to be located in become financially defunct.
The 10 P. M. April inth was made by
Rock Hil lat Winthrop's present site Colonel, being a reckless man, has Prof. Kinard.
The motion was
and is to be called Ciemthrop Uni- lost his entire fortune in a num- passed unamously by the faculty and
versity.
ber of wagers.
Seventeen cadets approved by President Siiies and Ccl.
The amalgamation of the two have collected five dollar bills for Munson. This move was made so that
schools will, of course, cause some catching him walking about the the large number of overworked stuinconvenience at first, due to the lack campus with his hands in his pock- dents will have ample time to rest
of adequate housing accomodation. ets, three cadets received fifty-cents their owerwrought nerves. It is
This difficulty has been removed in apiece when he saluted with his left strongly advised that no student do
part, however, by a timely suggestion hand, and two cadets were paid any studying during the holidays so
of Hiss Library Doggett. Miss Dog- one dollar each to pick up some that his mind can get a complete
gett's solution is that the Juniors confetti scattered in the halls of rest. On the termination of the holand Seniors of Clemson move into the Main building by the other of- idays, no clases will be held until the
two of the Winthrop barracks, Rod- ficers of the Military department.
following Monday, and only one class
dey and Breazeale, and that the One of his most serious losses came Monday, two Tuesday, etc., until the
Saphomores and Freshman take about in a bet with Captain Oberg regular schedule has been resumed.
rooms at the Andrew Jackson Hotel. concerning who could tell the biggest This last change was made at the
Pup tents will be pitched on the cam- fish story.
The Captain is so suggestion of Dr. Milford. He said
pus to provide for members of the pleased with his winning that he that a too sudden strain put upon the
faculty until other arrangements can has offered to set the corps up to mind might do irreparable harm to
be made.
ice cream. The cadets are to bring the student.
This plan will undoubtedly be fol- their mess kits to the armory at~
lowed since the barracks at Clemson twelve o'clock on April 1 to receive
must necessarily be vacated by May the cream.
1. The barracks have been turned
The cadet corps, realizing the
over to the United. States Govern- predicament the Colonel is now in,
ment and will be used in the future has decided not to exact payment
for a Federal prison—hence the has- for pockets and collars being unty evacuation, (some of the boys fear buttoned, saluting with left hand
they may be mistaken for prisoners). or while smoking a cigarette, and
Ciemthrop, like Clemson, will bear throwing trash on the campus. Data Compiled in Elaborate
the semblance of a military school, However, for any other misdemeanResearch Shows Increase
ors, Chief Allison will collect the
(Continued on page 5)
In Consumption of
prescribed, fines which will be used
Fiery Fluid
to erect a Sunday club for those
who do not wish to go to church.

LIQUOR BUDGET
1930 FORMULATE!!

COOK-DAVIS FEUD
BROUGHTTO CLIMAX TIGERS WIN HAND"y
Cook's
Superior
Physique
Temporarily Eliminates
FROM DOODLER IF*
Dwarfed but Stubborn

j M. I. T. Doodlers Fall Before
Flying Fury of Determined
Two young gentlemen of the JunJungle Beasts
ior Class, after long and indirect
quarrels brought the matter to a
Clemsou's magnificent stadium
climax this afternoon when B. P. proved a fitting memorial to Tiger
Cook and N. J. Davis tangled toe athletics when it was learned recentnails on the small parade ground, ly that the doodle-bug contest bethe direst cause of the fight was an tween Clemson and M.I.T. Which
argument concerning which of the started during the 1928 Christmas
two had the most of "them things holidays ended in a victory for the
that count next year''. Cook brought Tiger borers. News was from the
forth many facts and figures, and inner depth's of the earth's core
cited many examples, such as Col. early Saturday morning during inFarr and Second Lieutenant Sack- spection, that Clemson had conamn of "A" Co. Davis, undaunted, quered the touted northern invaders
pointed out that he "lowed as how by some one million doodle-bugs.
Lt. Col. Bevill's and Col. Munson's
Since the contest was started,
U. S. A. amounted to more than communication with the contesting
Farr's and Sackman's put together.'' teams had .been lost several times,
The argument waxed warmer; Davis starvation w;as one of the stiff tests
told Cook that he would stoop to that faced the member of both teams
anything. Cook's reply was, "You An enormous qriantity of dirt, about
little runt. You have to tiptoe to two million cubic yards, was redo anything."
moved from the tunnels made by
This continued several minutes, the contestants. The dirt brought
and finally Davis convinced Cook a goodly sum on the dirt market.
that he had the job cinched. B. P. Wall street gobbled up order after
Cook, in an agony of disappointment order and the financial success of
and blasted hopes, unceremoniously tfce contest has been assured.
let fly a wicked haymaker that Put
Clemson's great team with their
Davis out of the race for election. several prizes will next journey tc
Cook now has a clear field, being op- Hong Kong to enter the internationposed only by the remainder of the al championship tourney to be held
Junior Class.
at an early date.
Opponent

For the past several keews a very
rigid and tedious experiment has
been conducted ,at Clemson by Cadets who were desirous of formulating a budget that would be used to
govern the expenditure of money in
obtaining that intoxicating beverage
commonly known as whiskey, booze,
liquor, white lightning, giggle soup,
joy juice, lightening-bug liquid,
bromo appetizer, or "what have
you?". This experiment should prove
very beneficial to that great mass of
men and. women who are constantly
guilty of committing America's most
popular crime, namely, the consuming of liquids that contain a higber
percentage of alcohol than is prescribed in the famous Eighteenth
Vmendment, which is at this time
the excuse for the existence of
American politicians
and publieat'ons.
A group of one thousand of Clemson's non-abstainers were used in
the first step of the experiment in
an effort to determine the average
amount of the forbidden fluid consumed daily by each normal "wet".
This experiment resulted in the conclusion that the average drinker
ran obtain the desired feeling and
resulting headache by absorbing
three full pints each day.
One barrel of the costly liquid,
containing 252 pints and costing of
the same number of dollars, should
theoretically last sixty-four days, or
just over two months.
Assuming
that the nervous condition into which
the person would be rendered would
cause the consumer to drop or other-

Living Conditions in Clemson Holtzendorff Arrested by Chief
Barracks to Be Made EnAllison on Charges of
durable in Near Future
Serving Intoxicating
Beverages
Take heart, all ye who are faint
and weary of spirit—all ye who have
P. B. Holtzendorff, Secretary of
suffered from the caseless grind of the local Y. M. C. A., was lodged in
life in barracks under the grinding jail early last Friday night on
and despotic heel of the Army—take serious charges of possessing intoxiheart, for relief is yours. No longer cating beverages, corrupting the
will you have to meet formations, no morals of students, and serving
longer will you experience the in- spiked ice cream at a reception given
convenience of small rooms with the ait the Y in honor of the Junior
old wash pan and bucket, uo longer Class. Officer Allison, Chief of the
will you have to climb endless flights Clemson College Police Force, who
of stairs in going to and coming from made the arrest, when questioned
classes—relief is yours; for a com- concerning the matter, merely remittee has just been apopinted by plied: "I seen my duty and I done
•'Ploughboy" Sikes, with Captain it."
O'berg as its chairman, which has as
Dapper Dan Garrolty, alias Roy
its object the improving, in general, Cooper, was also implicateb «.» an
the conditions under which the ca- accomplice.
dets live.
These arrests, so authorities say,
At its first meeting the committee solve a more baffling mystery than
has ever occurred either in "Liberty"
discussed the subject of formations,
or at Clemson College.
and, after due deliberation, decided
Chief Allison, who fabricated from
on their abolishment. This decision
a flimsy mass of clues a strong and
came as the result of the general
■ '-omplete network of evidence. wSB
opinion or ttt6 Cadets thai formations
are both, useless and a nuisance, very modest in discussing his feat.
Chief gives his accout of it in the
which opinion is based on the fact
following modest words, so typical
that from said, formations result deof the man: "I was a-walkin down
merits (pests not exactly sought after
thar by the Y on Thursday night
by Cadets). The next matter which
when I seed three boys come a-stagcame under discussion was that of
gerin' outa th' basement doo an' fall
the inconvenience to the Cadets reright smack on th' walk. I knowed
sulting from having to climb too
right then an' thar somepin' wuz
many flights of stairs in their daily
wrong, so I snooked in, an' thar set
comings and goings. This worthy
the churns, so I tuck six of the cups
committee settled this matter by defer sample. It were dark down thar
ciding on the immediate installation
an' in a little bit this fellow come aof eight electric self-operated, elesneakin' pass me. He weren't no
vators at convenient places in bar
further th'n fr'm me to right thar,
racks. This will certainly mean a lot
so I retch right out an' grabbed him.
to the overworked students. Ah—
'Whar you goin'?', I snapped out.
but here's where the real relief comes
'N-no-nowheres, Mister. I jus come
—by means of night and day shifts of
down to see how my po' little autyworkers a new barracks will be built
(Continued on page five)
by the tenth of April; these barracks
will contain twelve hundred rooms,
each with private bath, radio, and
steam heat. Each five rooni» will
have a "butler" whose duty will be to
make up beds, shine shoes, clean
rifles, and. perform any little service
which the occupants might require.
Dancing Brought to Abrupt
With these improvements, life in
Halt by Wild Rush for the
barracks will be almost livable—so
Whoopee Water
all ye who have been contemplating
A. W. O. L., suicide, etc., procrastiThe annual Mid-Winter struggle of
nate these drastic measures—-Captain
the smooth-stepping Clemson proOberg has come as a ray of sunshine
fessors ended at three o'clock Sunday
to brighten your dull and colorless
morning, after the policemen manexistence here at Clemson College.
aged to subdue the last one of the
last one of the fifteen attending personages. Merriment reigned from
seven until three.
Captain Harwise spill three and one-half pints, combe's famous Shocolate Cherubims
the conductors came to the final con- furnished the music for the melee.
clusion that the normal drinker can
"Big Ben" Goodale, disguised as
maintain the feeling of bliss, joy, little boy blue, carried off the prize
ecstacy, youth, superiority.and light- for the most original. "Will Rogers'',
ning-buggishness for a period of two the life of the party, won many commonths and have an "eye-opener" pliments, not only because of his wit
on the following morning by pur- and jocularity, but because of their
chasing one barrel of whiskey at a unique costume of milkman.
The judges of the drinking contest,
total cost of two hundred and fiftytwo dollars. If the drinker is one which occupied most of the time,
who must have his chaser, he would could not decide on the winner. It
undergo an extra expense of ap- was practically impossible to deterproximately ten dollars and eighty mine who drank the most, especially
cents, raising the total to two hun- since the judges were trying to award
dred and sixty-two dollars and eighty it to each other. (—Compliments of
the faculty reporter.)
cents.
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'FUJI TMU
their work secret will be a cause for
much conjecture and wonderment to
people who have never been to Clemson, but their many little tricks and
illusion in doing so will be very
easily understood by all students and
alumni once they hear that these
same professors made no obvious effort to conceal their experiments,
but carried them out in open daylight
during the hours when they were
having classes and therefore attracting no one's attention.
Probably the most remarkable of
all was the discovery by Professor
Ferno, in collaboration with professors Sams and Shenk, that a Btu has
legs. For a long while, Professor
Ferno avers, he has suspected that
such was the case, (but it was not until
the new steam laboratory was built
that he had an opportunity for close
investigation. Furthermore, these
men maintain that Btu's inhabit only
those places which are very hot, and
have marked aversion to all combustible materials.
For instance, he
claims, when coal is shoveled into
one end of a hoiled, the Btu's immediately escape out the other end.
Since a Btu's only means of locomotion is by its legs, it can now be readily seen that by the amputation o£
these members, the thermal efficiency
of a thermal jug may be increased to
165 percent.
In the road laboratory of the C. E.
Brilliant Members of Clemson Department, Professors Clark, Glenn,
Engineering Faculty Threat- and Stevenson have been working at
en to Monopolize World of the terrific pace of two hours a
month in the design of a concrete
Invention
bridge pier made of pure India rub-

Professor Holmes cited several examples of how American culture and.
civilization is superior to any that
has gone before. He gave specific
examples to illustrate that America
excels mentally, morally, physically,
and spiritually.
In conclusion, Professor Holmes
'HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON
mentioned the recent good-will flights
funded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the college of' Lindbergh and others and the
session, by the Corps of Cadets of Olemson College.
charges that some persons had made
that the flights were merely instruEntered ae Second Class matter at the Poet Office at Clemson College,
ments of advertising for oil compaSooth Carolina.
nies. He branded all such charges as
:
'base and entirely unfounded lies",
BBHSMKWBSaSSHSBEHBt
and said the flights were conceived
and carried, out from generous and
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EDITORIAL
APOLOGIES
At certain indeterminate intervals in the course of each
dividual's life, there comes a desire, or more nearly, a strong
tendency to revert to naturalness. During such periods, the
individual is the victim of strange and powerful force, as yet
not understood by psychologists (according to Pickled Brain
Brearley), which force compels the individual to be absolutely
frank in all his expressions. Pick Brearley explained further
that this frequently disastrous mood may be caused artificially
by the injection of a fluid which is known as Truth Serum.
Whether the simultaneous seizure of the entire group of
contributors to The Tiger which was effected during the past
we,ek by the briefly discussed human tendency was a natural
phenomenon or the result of someone administering the
necessary serum is indeed a worthwhile problem for all
persons who are interested in the study of human behavior.
The Tiger offers a large reward to any one who can give a
reasonable cause for the conditions which have existed and
caused the sudden outburst of truth without restraint. Until
there is time for further investigation, The Tiger wishes to
apologize for the stories appearing in this issue which, being
written without any regard for diplomacy or journalistic
ethics; reveal many events that are indeed startling.
(Continued on page 10)
APRIL FOOL!!!!!

PROF, HOLMES MAKES
ESCAPEAFTER W
Venerable Kinsman of Woodrow Wilson Proclaims
Himself an Idealist
Prof. A. G. Holmes, of the History Division of Clemson College,
gave an iuspiring lecture to an enthusiastic corps of cadets and faculty
members in Chapel Thursday, March
27.
Professor Holmes took the two
words "Idealism" and "Patriotism"'
as his topics. None other but this
youthful-looking man of dynamic
personality could have kept the corps
in such rapt tenseness as was evident
as the Professor warmed, to his subject. He began talking in a strong,
even, and forceful voice, and his magnetic personality overflowed through
his eloquence. He took his audience
from sentence to sentence, and from
situation to situation with a rapidity
that savored of the prevalent modernity, yet his lecture was so well
■nre-anized that it was almost impossi-

ble to miss even a part of any of the
many striking sentences he used.
"I am an idealist," declared the
professor. "I am an idealist because
I see all around me the manifestations of good motives and condemnations of the poor. Every person
is good at heart, and if his actions
fail to show this, it is the fault of
someone else. I believe that humanity as a whole, and. as separate
parts, is good."
"F'eople may claim that America
is 'Going to the dogs', " he continued, going into the second phase of
his lecture, "but they are wrong—absolutely wrong. America is supreme;
America can't be wrong, for the men
who control the policies, plans, and
politics of America are all upright,
honest, unselfish, and honorable."
"Let us arm ourselves," vigorously
declared Professor Holmes, "that we
may protect our glorious country,
our America, against the other nations of the world. America is best:
let. us keep her so. Let no foreign
country claim a part of our time,
care or capital in settling the petty
disputes unless the countries involved
are willing to accept the dictates of
America!"

FACULTY INVENTOR
GIVE EDISON W

For the past two year the members of the faculty of the engineering school, under the personal supervision of Professor Earl, have been
working secretly during all their
spare hours perfecting some new inventions which will, no doubt, revolutionize the entire industrial world
of today. It is extremely hard to
grasp the full possibilities and the
far-reaching-influences of the astounding new discoveries, and harder
yet to believe that all these things
have been brought to light by Clemson professors h«*e at school. A3 to
just how they ever managed to keep
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ber so that the elastic limit will not
be exceeded no matter how much
stress is put upon it. A model of
this pier has been built, tested, and
pronounced 9944 percent pure, so
there is no doubt that it will be the
means of saving Calhoun Township
$27 within the next fiscal year due
to the inevitable increase in the price
of loqal rubber.
The electrical professors were in a
fair way to hold up their end of the
good work by inveuting an automatic
tram car fo rthe transportation of
surplus ohms, thus eliminating all
losses due to resistance, but this noble
scheme was shipped in the bud by the
fact that professor Wilson had forgotten how to use his slide rule.
Credit must be given them, however,
for their heroic efforts.
Since these discoveries and inventions have been announced, it is very
easy to understand why, for these
many years, Professor Clark has been
BO bellicosely belligerant, Professor
Gleen so modestly meek, Professor
Ferno so listlessly languid, Professor
Stevenson so actively alert, Professor
Shenk so all-fired ambitious, Professor Wilson so carelessly clever, and
Professor Sams so raucously rapid.
The other members of the faculty
who assisted, with all this work were
unable to stand the strain any longer
than the bare completion of the program, and now are on an extended
vacation at. Chiggerville, Hotel Hill,
and parts beyond, in the hope of
nursing back to health their nerves,
which were shot to shreds while on
official duty for the college.

1905—SILVER ANNIVERSARY—1930
Unusual opportunities for men who wish to enter the
life insurance field
Old Line Life Insurance with
Low Cost Guaranteed—Not Estimated
SOUTHEASTERN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Organized 1905
C. O. MILFORD, President
Southeastern Life Bldg.
Greenville, South Carolina

Capital, Surplus and Reserve for protection of policyholders over $3,900,000.00

MEMORY BOOKS
WITH COLLEOE SEAL

College Stationery
ENGRAVED SEALS AND DESIGNS

College Supplies, Fountain Pens
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NOW IS THE TIME

/rams

TO GET THOSE GENUINE NAVY WHITE PANTS
ORDER YOUR SPRING SUIT TC COME BY EASTER

NEWS ITEMS
FORMER "Y" SECRETARY
BECOMES HEAD OF AVIATION AT CLEMSON COLLEGE Old and New Cabinet to Meet Soon
Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, Jr., General secretary of the Y. M. C. A. of
Clemson, has resigned his position
to become the official instructor of
the newly established Aviation department at Clemson.
By the generous appropriation of
a large sum by influential men of
this country the dream of aviation
at Clemson has come true. Two buildings are near completion, and a landing field with the last word of perfection is under way. Mr. Holtzendorff is now at the factory in Philadelphia having the planes made to
special order. He is having these
planes made to stand, much punishment.
The head instructor will urge most
active members of the Y. M. C. A.
and the entire football squad to major in this new course. His thc-o^
is to promote flying backwards to
such a degree that it will be equally
easy to pilot the plane either way.
Mr. Holtzendorff, graduate and
once flashing halfback of the Univ.
of Ga., and also who saw much service in the air during the "World War,
brought the trustees to the conclusion
that he was the ideal man for the position of head, instructor of this new
feature. Because of the close association of Mr. Theo "Vaughan and Mr.
Roy Cooper, they have been selected
as assistants in the Aviation department.

Plans have been made for a few
days retreat in Canada and around
Niagria Falls. Short talks and. longrides are to feature these new men of
"Mussolini".
Better trips planned
for next year—Only those who have
completed their thesis and have all
reports and records in will be granted
leave of absence from the college long
enough to take advantage of the
first part of this trip.
_"Join the Marines and see the
World through rose-colored glasses."
Special Nights
Every town near Clemson is to
have a "Special Night". The swimming pool is to be heated and plenty
of boys, girls, men, and women will
be present.
"Walhalla Night" is to be held
Monday March 31.
"Pendleton
Night is to be held soon. Liberty,
Pickens, Seneca, Central, Six Miles,
Sandy Springs, Westminister, will
have a night. Points North, South,
East, and West, don't get disappointed because your time will soon
come. Get in on this and yet your
home town a night before they are
all given away.

Picture Schedule April First
"Vagabond King"; "Rogue Song'';
"Hit The Deck"; "Sky Hawk"; "Yellow Calf"; "Sunny Side Up"; "Putting On The Ritz"; "Lummox";
"The Girl Said No"; "Anna ChrisCONVERSE PRESENTS PROGRAM tie"; and "Romance of the Rio
Grande".
Sunday evening, March 23, at
seven o'clock a delegation from
Converse College, representing the Y. M. C. A. to Have Various Additions
Gospel Team, presented an outstandThe local YMCA promises to be
ing program at Vesper services.
one of the most famous in America'
Miss Frances Harper, president Latest reports show that many adof the Converse Y. W. C. A., pre- ditions will be made in the near fusided.
A few introductory re- ture. According to authorities it is
marks preceeded a prayer given by only a matter of time until the ClemMiss "Gin" Malone. The program son YMCA will be the center of atwas devoted almost entirely to mus- traction throughout the state.
ical selections thus pleasing the CaWork has already begun on the
det corps in every respect. A trio building for physical development
composed of Misses Brownlee, Bur- and entertainment. There are to be
ton, and Boyd sang, "In My Little two new buildings, the largest of
Hope Chest".
Miss Marjory Teal which will provide space for the final
rendered a violin solo. A very ap- development of the body. Dr. D. W.
pealing solo sung by Miss Brownlee Daniels will he in charge of this de"What is the Power I Have?", was partment.
It is thought that all
followed by another, "Sing You rules and laws of etiquette will be
Saints" by Miss Boyd.
instilled in athloucs.
The main feature of the evening
The second of these buildings will
was a talk given by Miss Caldwell be for the entertainment of the girls
on "Why Do Brass Buttons Appeal and various visiting athletic teams.
to Converse girls." In this Miss Also, this is to be the general meetCaldwell stressed many interesting ing place of all the.Councils and the
points which met the approval of Cabinet. This building is to resemthe entire group. Miss Burton then ble the latest type of fraternity house.
sang, "I Don't Need Atmosphere" It Is thought that fraternities will
which made a great hit with all be formed of all the councils and
present. Then came the trio sing- a Grand Fraternity of the Cabinet.
ing, "Let's Be Domestic". The proThe qld building is to be used! for
gram was closed with a word of the picture shows and pool games onprayer by Miss Harper.
ly.
AVEEKLY PICTURE SCHEDULE
Thursday—HONEY starring Nancy
Carroll
Friday—DISRAELI starring Geo.
Arliss
Saturday—GENERAL CRACK staring John Barrymore
Monday—HAPPY DAYS starring
100 Stars
Tuesday—SEVEN D.vifS LEAVE
starring Gary Cooper
Wednesday—BEHIND THE "AKEUP starring Wm. Powell.
Angry Father—Well, young lady,
explain yourself. WheA have you
been all night?
Fair Daughter—Oh, daddy, dear,
I was sitting up with the sick son
of the sick man you're always telling
mamma you sat up with.

Gospel Team Goes to Washington
The Gospel Team of the YMCA
went to Washington to give a *>-ogram at the White House before the
President, March 19.
As the team arrived they were met
by the President and his party whc
conducted them to the White Hous'..
During the earlier part of the afternoon several of the team visited the
Capitol where they made talks before
the House and the Senate. That evening the entire group gave a very
interesting program at the White
House. Besides President and Mrs.
Hoover, the. Cabinet. Henry Ford,
John D. Rockefeller and Thos. A.
Edison, many other distinguished
characters were present.
On the departure of the team,
President Hoover promised to visit
Clemson and talk at Vespers.

Satisfaction Guaranteed — No C 0 D — No Deposit
THE SUIT MUST BE RIGHT BEFORE YOU TAKE IT

To pipes,
Men,
to Pipes!

SEE

TRADITION has it that ye
shall know the fellowship of
pipes with seasoned, masculine, mellow men of every age and degree.
Some try to join this brotherhood, yet fail, and are absolved as
born to pipeless lives. But honest
effort is required—each man's own
test with good tobacco in a good pipe.
That is the formula. Both pipe
and tobacco must be good. The
pipe must be pure of bowl, and the
tobacco must be
Well, Edgeworth, if you'll permit
—good old Edgeworth, Class of'04.
Tried Edgeworth yet? Now's your
chance! Use the magic coupon, and
we'll rush right back to you a freefor-nothing packet of genuine Edgeworth to fill your good pipe with.
Edgeworth is a careful
blend of good tobaccos
—selected especially for
pipe-smoking. Its quality
and flavornever change.
Buy Edgeworth anywhere in two forms—
"Ready Rubbed" and
"Plug Slice"—15^ pocket package to pound humidor tin.

HOKE SLOAN
At Clemson — s

For Clemson
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EXIDE BATTERIES and BATTER^
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RGERS

SMITH SERVICE STATION
GAS -:- OILS -:- WASHING -:- REPAIRING
Day Phons 34-W

Night Phons 18-J

eassaEffiromgisi^^
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EDGEWORTH

WE CARRY SNYDER AND STUL'S LINE OF
TAILOR MADE CLOTHING

SMOKING TOBACCO
LARUS 8s BRO. CO.
100 S. 22d St., Richmond, Va.
I'll try your Edgeworth. And I'll try
it in a good pipe.
Name_

Prices

$25.00

Up

BLECKLEY DRY CLEANERS

Street.
Town and State_
Now let the Edgeworth come! V
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COME DOWN AND LOOK THEM OVER
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Here is no bashful cereal
THIS is Kellogg's Rice Krispies speaking — the cereal that
tells the world how good each golden mouthful is! It's a
fact! When you pour milk or cream in a bowlful of Rice
Krispies, these crunchy rice bubbles actually crackle out
loud. And what a delicious flavor!
Eat Rice Krispies for breakfast — great for a quick
lunch with fruits or honey added. And what coidd be better
for a late bed-time snack at the campus restaurant? The
world's most different cereal! Have you heard it yet?

RICE

RICE
KRISPIES

KRISPIES
-/~

The most popular cereals served
in the dining-rooms of American
colleges, eating clubs and fraternities are made by Kellogg in
Battle Creek. They include Corn
Flakes, ALL-BRAN, Pep Bran
Flakes, Wheat Krumbles, and
Kellogg's Shredded Whole Wheat
Biscuit. Also Kaffee Hag Coffee
— the coffee that lets you sleep.
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Due to excessive hardships under- However, no penalty will be Imposed
gone by jailbirds for the past several if they so wish to attend.
months, meals will be served to them
in their rooms from now until the
end of school.
Due to the studious attitude of
jailbirds during their periods of conBy order of the President, no jail- finements, none of them will be reFormer Mentor of Eurasia
birds will be required, to meet classes quired to stand any final examinaSchool of Pulchritude
in the early part of the morning. tions.
Agrees to Assist Josh
Cody
Clemson Cadets, ease your minds!
The Ions' awaited announcement is
here.
"Monk Godfrey, world renowned athletic coach has resigned
and will take his place on the already famous staff of Bengal coaches
immediately. Co;ac,h Godfrey needs
OUR NEW SPECIAL LINE OF PIPES ARE HERE
no introduction. The envious record he made as coach of the Eurasia .School of Pulchritude speaks
COME DOWN AND LOOK 'EM OVER
for itself, and the Tiger staff of
coaches is indeed fortunate in sePRICS RIGHT
curing his services.
Coach Godfrey will have complete
charge of all beanbag, peashooting,
and croquet games in the future.
AT
Games in each of these sports have
been :booked for next year. The University of Tokio will be met on Bowman's field in the first international
contest between the two schools.
Steps are already being taken to enlarge the capacity of the field due to
the exceptional interest whichhas
been manifest.
In a meeting of the Board of Trustees, Coach Godfrey stated that ho
would, also like to introduce crapshoting and poker provided enough
interest was shown. This idea was
unamously accepted.
"Monk" is known for the high
poweTed teams he is capable of producing, and hoary alumni of past
decades will rejoice in this selection. HaaaaciiBg«jgB®BHigiigiigffl
The selection of Coach Godfrey
1 8 S S
S E V EN T Y - F I FT H
ANNIVERSARY •
I9S0
was the culmination of a plan to extend Clemson's athletic program, and
it is the concensus of opinion that he
will elevate the Bengals to a higher
place in the athletic world than they
have ever been before.
The gigantic extension plan was
not the result of a few hours contemplation behind a desk full of pigeon roosts, nor was it obtained without huge expenditures for cablegrams, telegrams and telephones.
The figures involved in this massive
transaction were above and beyond,
the five figure mark. To be exact,
Today, in a locked room in the Crane labora$0.00013.
tories, can be seen a cherry-red bar of metal.
Coach Godfrey has been an enthuIn a specially devised air-tight cylinder, under
siast of these sports ever since his
boyhood days, and is epecially capaconstant temperature of i6oo° F., at fixed
ble of producing a winner in either.
stress, it is being given the iooo hour "flow"
He has as his 'assistant in devulging
test. At the same temperature, at various
the fine points of the games, Corporstresses, it will be given the same test for the
al Munson. Corp. Munson is.already
famous among the 'corps of cadets.
same time-period.
He is the man who put the dots in
the Hindinburg line with his trusty
The tests are being made at the request of an
peashooter and routed a nest of Booil man who has asked for valves for an experdies from their point of vantage
imental still, to operate at 15000 and 2500
with a hail of beanbags. He has also
acquired considerable experience in
pounds. Can he have them? At the end of the
the receiving end of the game since
exhaustive tests, Metallurgist L. W. Spring
he entered the school of matrimony.
will be able to tell him, exactly,authoritatively.
Clemson is to be congratulated

GODFREY ADDED TO
COACHING STAFF

Prof, (day after dance)—Why are
He—Only God can make a trea.
She—Yes, but it takes a college you late at class?
Jim Kennedy—My room mate put
to make the sap.
my pants on backwards this morning
Corporal Irby and Soph. Lee are and I went the wrong way.
Honorary members of the I Bumma
Rat—-What made the tower of
Cig Fraternity.
Pisa lean?
Bevill-—I wish I knew, I'd take
Rat.—Say, when is your Scotch
soms myself.
girl gonta marry you?
Gator—It's very uncertain. Some
Farr—Oh, doctor, I feel so ill.
fool gave her a box of letter paper
Dr. Milford—Your temperature i
with her name written on it. She
won't get married until it's used, up normal. Your pulse is exact.
Farr—Well, doctor, is my tongu
and she writes very few letters on
account of the postage.
coated.?
Dr. Milford—No, one never finr1
Rat Jov—You know I think sheep moss on a race track.
are the dumbest creatures living.
Snake Lee—I can't get my locker
Prof. Ritchie—Yes, my lamb.
locked.
Kennedy—Take your shoes out.
Shiek Earle—What would your
mother do if I were to kis you?
Clemson's Statistics
Sheba—Lose a 'bet. She says you
HandsomestJ. L. Patterson
haven't got the nerve.
Neatest—Monk Bowles
Ugliest—Flynn Gilland
Rat Colvin—Why wouldn't you
Has "If"—Major Hoople Douglass
standing on a dime be like WoolBiggest Eater—Viv Fleming
worths?
Most Dignified—Frog Sherard
Bob Jones—I'm cornered.
Biggest Liar—S. T. McDowell
Rat Colvin—Well, stupid, it would
Wears Smallest Shoes—Snake Lee
be nothing over ten cents.
and Bill Neely, Tie
Most Underslung—Boody Speth
Hank—You know I really believe
Biggest Man—-Rat Deason
we are descended from apes.
Biggest B. P. Artist—Bill BarnFritz—Quit bragging about your
family.
well
Lady Killer—Jimmie Lawton
Robbie Smith (singing)—Do-de-do
Prof. Ferno calls attention to to
ump-ump
Room Mate—That reminds me; I the Auburn Summer School circular
on his door. All applications must
meant to buy a gun today.
be in by June first.
Dr. Mullins—'When was the silk
stocking discovered?
Smiley Beach—You look like a
Red Smith—The silk stocking was sensible girl. Let's get married.
discovered in the sixteenth century
Mable—Nothing doing. I'm just
but not all of it was discovered until as sensible as I look.
recently.
Bili L—Now Joe, if I saw a man
Charlie—I'm so hungry that I beating a donkey and I should
could eat a monkey.
make him stop, what would I be
Jay Bird—Guess I'd better be go- showing?
ing.
Hallman—Brotherly love.
Photographer—Do you want
large picture or a small one?
T. T. Smoak—A small one.
Photographer- -Well, close your
mouth.
She—Will you ever stop loving
me?
F0ggy—Well, I have an 8 o'clock
class.
Seawright—Aren't you the fellow
who cut my hair last time?
Barber—No sir, I've only been
working here a year.

Frog Sherrard failed in every subject he was taking.. He telegraphed
his brother:
"I flunked all my
studies, prepare Papa." His brother
wired back: "Papa prepared. Prepare yourelf."
ManEffield—Ouch, I humped my
funny bone.
Shoat—Well, it oughtn't hurt;
your hair it pretty thick.

Joe Sloan's,

Never-ending
search for truth

Rat Florida—Your voice is wonderful. You should be in the movies.
Robby Smith—There's money in
Snake Lee hurt his foot. The docmy
voice.
upon adding these sports to its curtor took an X-ray of it and sent it
Rat Florida—Yes, I heard some- riculum. The peashooting, beanbag,
to Anderson. The proof will be sent
thing rattling.
and croquet craze has been sweeping
back on a flat-car.
the country like a Kansas cyclone,
of the genial entertainers charac- and Clemson is the first southern
ter. Each one of the many Spring- institution to adopt these ancient,
stamina,
and
leld muskets, for which the host games of skill,
is official dispensor, had a wee pink strength.
New equipment is being added to
rose resting in its muzzle.
the already plentiful supply, and Rev.
A feature of the program was a "Smoky" Harper assures everyone
Genial Quartermaster Gives vocal solo rendered by Captain who aspires to maintain the honor
Obeg's able assistant, Stoolie Cham- of the school a complete and noisy
Social Affair Amid Elabbers, accompanied by Dr. E. W. uniform.
orate Surroundings
Sikes on the victrola.
After this
musical rendition, the guests asaffair was ended with a dance
Among the recent prominent sosembled at a huge banquet table
or in which Tubby Holcombe
cial events was a lovely pink tea
bountifully laden with delicious ripi ed a light fantasy to the tune
given by Captain Oberg at his ClemLfmberger cheese, sour kraut, and
' "A Minute in 3 Flat". Captain
scn College armory, when he enBallentine's canines.
. announced to the departing
tertained a most select group of
g
that he would make the event
Following the sumptous meal o;
his friends. This beautiful party was
'ual
occasion.
htful delicatessens, David Wis
given in honor of the host's two

m
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I )aniels was asked to give a
visitors from the Tinted States Army
<hort talk on "Why Men Should
Ordinance Department.
The scene of the event was laid Shave", but on account of the fact
he had eaten so revenously of
among exquisitely arranged surntine's Canines, he only made
roundings, the entire armory being
Is and barks, thereby
decorated with early spring love-me- a fc
nds and china-berry blossoms. Also earning great applause from the
lovely festoons of tissue paper new hilarious group of guests.
Among those assisting Captain
draped from the corners to a uniquely arranged group of brooms sus- Oberg, in serving were Marbleto],
pended from the center of the ceil- Sherrill, Snake-eye Mahoney, Monk
in" uc.-trnver1 -—T tjfee. tvna beauty G odfrey, and Foots Hunter.

V

Since the first Crane chemical and testing
laboratory was founded in 1888, thousands
of similar questions so vital to safe and economical industrial progress, have been asked
and answered. The contribution made by
Crane metallurgists to scientific knowledge
of the reaction of metals under high pressures
and temperatures is known and respected
throughout the world, is familiar to every oil
man who has used the cracking process and
every engineer who has to do with piping.
The truths discovered and scientific data collected are embodied in a book, Pioneering in
Science. This is a reference manual invaluable
to engineering students. Write for your copy.

NEW REGULATIONS
GOVERN JAILBIRDS
On and after March 25, all "Jailbirds" will be given free tickets to
the Y. M. C. A. shows.
Dr. Milford has asked that all men
under arrest report to him at their
earliest convenience for a medical
examination so that they might be
placed on the diet table if necessary.
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CLEMSON-WINTHBOP
MERGER ANNOUNCED
(Continued from page one)
according to a General order (No.
24655) issued by Col. Cue B. Munson this morning. The war-scarred
veteran, in an address to the Corps
stated that he was decidedly in favor
of joining the two schools. He feels
that the co-eds and bo-eds, by working together, can perfect the ideal
military organization.
"Young gentlemen," the affable
Colonel went on to say, "I feel sure
that the young ladies will be an inspiration and a pleasure to you, and
if there is a young man here who
does not agree with me, just let him
come by my office and I will make
him a present of three dollars.
Rev. Stone Face Hodges and Pablo
D. Holtzendorff have been the strongest advocates of this centralization
plan. It is principally to their valiant efforts that the success of the
movement is due. These two notables have always been strong believers in Corps-ed schools. Rev. Hodges
enumerated a number of advantages
that would ulminate from such a
union; first, no wee-end leaves
would be necessary; second, the boys
would have diversion at a minimum
cost; third, the football team would
have sponsors; fourth, girls would
not have to be imported for dances;
fifth, Capt. Oberg would not have to
go to Greenville twice a week; etc.,
far into the night.
There will be a few changes in the
present Clemson regulations. No boys
will be allowed to visit after Taps
unless they are visiting sisters or
other near relatives. No automobiles
will be allowed on the campus, but
the students may own Fords or Chevrolet^. Boys owning these vehicles
will be positively forbidden to park
them behind the girls' barracks after
dark.
The Corps will leave for Rock Hill
on April 29, via automobile, the ladies of the campus having kindly
consented, to furnish the neceessary
number. On the night they arrive
at the college the boys will be guests
at a reception given by the girls in
honor of Lt. "Sniff" Searcy, who is
an old Winthrop graduate.
Y. M. C. A. SECRETARY
VIOLATES PROHIBITION
(Continued from page one)
mobile is gittin' along. It warn't
ieelin' so well today.'
"I knowed somepin were wrong
thar too; so I sez, sez I, 'You stand
right thar. You ain't got no autymobile', I sez. I seen him pull out
a stick and somepin hit me perplunk. When I come to, the fellow
had gone and everything were
a-spinnin around.
But I knowed
what was wrong. I knowed he was't
fool enough to hit me with no stick.
I knowed the ice cream had been
(here the Chief paused and threw
out a wad of tobacco so that he could
shout the word out) doped. I didn't
know what it was doped with cause
I aint never tasted whiskey, but I
had heard tell of people dopin'
things and feedin' them to cops so
as they could go on with their wrongdoin's. And thar's whar I knowed
thar wuz some wrong doin's going
on in that Y. M. C. A.
"I left them, but nex' day I went
up to see Sikes, the mayor of Clemson.
'Howdy do, Mr. Allison' he
sez. I heer tell o' terrible things ahappenin' in this here place' say he.
I up an' tol' him not to worry no
mo' cause I could go an' lay my
hands on the man right that minute
if I wanted to.
"He sez, 'I would be much obliged
to you would, Mr. Allison, cause
I got twelve hundred people in my
hands'.
"So 1 sez, se:; I. 'T-. n'f worry,
f-kes. cause Allison »■. on the job.
An' I come right dowi aere to the
Y M. C. A. an' 'rest'-: 1 *Ma here
Holtzydawf feller wit out ever. Iiavin" to use this here gun of mine."
Holtzendorff,
when
questioned
concerning the heineous crime, said,
"1-1 didn't mean no harm. I-I just
wanted to see what they would do.'
"When asked what was used as a
doping or spiking agent, he replied, "Persimmon Beer".
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HINSON AND DEASON
TO MATGHSTRENGTH
Brawny Brutes of Mat to Settle Championship Issue by
Leg-Locking Contest
A wrestling match between L. O.
Hinson and Rat Deason to determine
the heavyweight championship of
Clemson will be staged on Bowman
field April 1. Much interest is being manifested in the bout by th«
Corps of Cadets, although it is expected that the affair will be very
one-sided.
While Deason is modest and is
seldom accused of boasting, he feels
confident that he will have little
trouble in overcoming his opponent.
Deason's method of attack resembles
that of the heavyweight champion of
the world, Cus Sonneniberg.
He
like Sonnenberg, crushes his opponent to earth by his massive weight.
The exact weights of the two men
are not known; however, Deason has
the advantage over Hinson in that
when he eats a square meal his
weight doubles. Captain Harcombe,
who is a strong supporter of the Riotous Rat, has promised to feed the
young giant on chicken for a week
before the fight. This promise will
pTobably cause Captain Harcombe's
financial ruin, unless he owns several ponltry farms.
Colonel Munson has been appointed by the participants as the referee
for the occasion. This selection was
made after he had announced that
he would donate a soda cracker and
a dollar bill to the winner of the affair. Although the Colonel has a
habit of putting his hands in his

pockets when he is a conspicuous
character, he will attempt to refrain
from this in this instance in order to
set an example for the cadets who
are present.
Nothing will be barred in this fight
except biting. This precaution was
taken to give Hinson a fighting
chance, after Deason had demonstrated that he was not only able to
bite a ten-penny nail in two without
injuring his teeth, but also a piece
of corn bread from the mess hall.
Grand-stands are rapidly being
constructed to accommodate the vast
hordes who wish to witness the
greatest spectacle of its kind in
Clemson's history. Mutt Gee, Clemson's financial wizard, has had, the
ringside seats reduced from five dollars to two for a quarter.. Twentyfive thousand reserved seats have
been sold to date and as the time
draws near for this classic, the boxoffice is being kept open day and
night.
In order to afford ample parking
space, Clint Taylor has converted his
shoe shop into a storage house. Mr.
Taylor claims that this structure will
hold ten thousand cars, including
strip-downs.
Scotty Monteith has
consented to serve the entire crowd
with hamburgers free of charge.
A record-breaking attendance is
assured, and it is generally conceded
that it will be a very colorful affair.
Such prominent personages as De
Priest, Chicago's imminent politician; Al Smith, former Democratic
candidate for President; Mussilini,
Italy's great dictator; Henry Ford,
well known automobile manufacturer; and John D. Rockefeller, controller of the price of gasoline, will
be present.
A banquet will be given in the
mess hall following the main attrac-
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tion. Babe Ruth will speak on the
"Unusual Sex Appeal'' of baseball
players and Clemson Cadets. This
topic is foremost in the minds of the
student body, as they like to be told
just how appealing they are to the
opposite sex. After this, all visitors
will be conducted to Riggs Held:
where they will be quartered for the
night in shelter tents.

CLEMSON HAIRLESS
WONDERS FRATERM!
'Plowboy" Sikes, Shinning Example of Sans-Foliage Species, Elected "Grand Bald"
of New Club
News of the organization of a new
club among certain eligible members
of Clemson's Faculty has just
reached the ears of one of the newshounds of that famous college "rag",
the Tiger. This club, which has as
its charter members "Ploughboy"
Sikes, "Freddie" Munson, "Monk"
Godfrey, "Major" Martin, and "Marble Top" Sherrill, is to be composed
of only those members of the "absentminded" group who are destiture of that form of natural cover
ing known as hair; and is to have as
its object the projection and enlargement of the idea that wearing
of hair only around the extreme
edges of the head is not only fashionable but "quite the thing, ole
dear". The officers of this novel
clique were chosen with regard to
two points: first, the amount of hair
they possessed, and second, the manner in which they arranged this
small amount of hair sa as to make

it look as attractive as possible. Naturally, "Plowboy" was elected the
"Grand Bald" of this club as it was
found, by actual computation, that
he had succeeded in covering 15.69
square inches of shining scalp with
only four hundred hairs, and, that
he had done this task in such manner as to make him appear extremely youthful and shiekish. Due to
the fact that "Marble Top" Sherrill,
in addition to having a minimum of
hair, had a number of natural handicaps, such as a peaked dome, to
overcome, he was unanimously accorded the honor of serving as "Little
Bald" of the organization. Due to
th e fast that the other thre charter
members did not have their hair
combed on the night of the election,
the honor of being "Bald" of the
club will be awarded to the most deserving at the next meeting. "Freddie" has signified his intention of
having a Marcelle so that he will be
in a better position to cop off this
coveted honor.
"Major goes him
one better and announces that he
will, in addition to having a Marcelle, have his present supply of that
filament known as hair diminished
to a minimum. "Monk" says that
he "does not choose to run."
Quite a number of younger members of the faculty are under discussion as to their eligibility for
memberhip in this honorary club;
among these are "Bill" Lippincott
and "Jug Head" Harris. However,
it is very doubtful as to the possibility of "Jug Head," being taken in,
as it is very clear that he takes no
interest whatever in his scarcity of
hair or the arrangement of it in the
most becoming manner. It is eviden that his is pretty much of a
hopeless task.

"cm OFF OUR DOGS!"

CRIED YVONNE WADDINGHAM WADDINGHAM
For Yvonne's feeble [strength was spent after an hour's flight across
the ice-pack.
"Them ain't dogs, woman!" laughed the sheriff. "Them's your boy
friends. They bark like bloodhounds because they don't smoke OLD
GOLD, the honey-smooth cigarette made from queen-leaf tobacco
better have 'em change to it and save yourself a lot of unnecessary alarm, my gal."

OLD GOLD

© P. Loritlard Co.

FASTEST GROWING CIGARETTE IN HISTORY.. .NOT A COUGH IN A CARLOAD
On your Radio . .. OLD GOLD—PAUL WHITEMAN HOUR. Paul Whlteman and complete orchestra . . . every Tuesday, 9 to 10 P. M., Eastern Standard Time
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FACULTY PUGS WIN

SPORTS

KlffTCMYi:
Tales may arrive ana novels depa<-l,
but the event of last week will always
linger in the treasured memories or
ones, as a modern fairy tale fresh
from the pages of a newly bound
book. Chance, luck, and un-ques
tional ability combined with the flawless features of the chosen few compose the essential elements of the active characters. Add to this a week
of unlimited liberties, a touch of real
make-believe, and the attendance of
the nation's sporting elite and you
will have a faint, very faint, glimmer
of local color sa it was last week at
Clemson.
The twenty tadets who accumulated
nineteen more than had. been in
the major portion of the honors wera
tended so states the guiding genius
behind the whole thing. But he further says that twenty more like 'em
would not be turned down. His industry requires their presence, now
more so than ever.
As the entire proceedings were
part of a mammoth program to establish sports on a basis that precludes future foundation reports, the
athletic abilities of those selected
were the main requirements necessary. The eports spotlights of the
nation labored in vain for months
endeavoring to find suitable types
for the proposed program.
Last
week's enjoyable occasion culminated
the weeks of fruitless searchings.
Tale, Harvard, Stanford, and Princeton produced barren results so far as
the required types were concerned.
Chance, a lucky break, or whatever
it can be called, turned the searchers
south. Then maybe Kismet trailed
their every step and directed them to
Clemson. And here their quest
ended.
Their enthusiasm was as
great as that of the cadets, greater
in fact because they had uncovered a
wealth of material where they had
exception only a lone type.
As soou as the numerous members
of the various athletic teams had
been assembled from the far corners
of the campus, a strict examination of
the group was begun. Voice tests
before the mysterious "mike", screen
tests, and acting quizzes were made
of each man. And from that bunch
twenty cadets were chosen.
Announcement of this aroused the in
terest of every student on the campus to such an extent that the college
authorities granted a week in which
the several motion picture magnates
were permitted to carry out their
elaborate plans.
Actresses of the
first water, at the request of the famous director gathered here, arrived
soon after the t.ists were made. And
right here on the spot with the campus as the setting, the uniform a?
their costume and the engineering department acting as technical advisors,
the first story of its kind was filmed
at Clemson.
The actresses, some twenty in all,
played leads opposite to those undertaken by the cadets. During the pro
cess of filming, large numbers of cadets witnessed the work, and kindly
consented to appear as the cheering
throngs in the athletic shots. They
also gladly boomed their way into
the hearts of the sound experts by
turning out enmasse as the noise or
an unusually loud thunderstorm in
the swimming sequences.
After the work was completed, a
stupendous festival was held on Riggs
Field under the romantic canopy of a
spring moon. This was the crownine event of a week of pleasure. The
picture as screened was then shown
to the cadets. Among the audience
were several of the country's emminent screen critics. Naturally they
pronounced it the epic of the ages
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and a picture saturated with the
spirit of dauntless.' So it is!
When famous members of the
screen world left they took with them
the selected cadets, all of whom are
under long contracts to do a series of
pictures of college life as it really is
and not as "The Collegians" so
humorously portray it.
Success
awaits each of the lucky twenty, but
their departure caused many a dry
eye, and a number of empty seats in
the classes that they condescended to
attend.
One great thing that they will
attempt to do will be to bar from
the screen and future pictures such
familiar roles that start off in words
to this effect: "Well, folks."
The first picture their contract
calls for is an adventurous romance
entitled "April Fool", which is based
on that famous original manuscript
from the pen of that capable master,
Harper McGraw-Doubleday. The plot
is full of athletic action in the old
days before the war, with snappy love
scenes between halves, quarters, and
rest periods. All the story is laid in
a great stadium, designed after the
Roman Coliseum with a thousand and
one sports exhibiting their thrills to
a modern populace composed entirely of college girls of great beauty.
College Humor supplied the dialogue.
Sears and Roebuck furnished the
costumes, and Spalding and Company did the continuity. John Held,
Jr. will direct the love scenes, and
De Sylva the lyrics and theme songs.
Ample inspiration is contributed by
the numerous college ditties.
Lack of space, that ancient alibi,
prevents further discussion of the
nation's greatesjt sporting event, but
in ending this we hope that all you
folks will take in "April Fool" when
it opens at your theatre the first day
of the month of April.

sallied forth into the fray weaving
his arms in and out snake-like, and
started a long distance bombardment which "Billiard" could neither evade nor return. The one fault
iu the omnipotent doctor's technique
was his consistent blocking with his
chin. "Billiard" crowned him over
the head with such force that it
broke both knee-caps. Undaunted
by this change in fate, D. W. rose
Hpon his toes much in the manner
of a Parisian dancer and the bewildered "Billiard" could not counter the attack.
At this juncture
"Billiard's" propensity for pool overtook him and while he was searching madly in his trunks for pockets
when a well-timed kick in the slats
brought him down for the count.
The big gun was fired in the
second, fight of the evening when
■Smiley Sikes and "Post Mortem"
Munson, U. S. A. Retired Corporal,
T.N.T., S.O.S., ETC., battled to a
finish for the lead-weight championship of the world.
"Smiley"
took the offense from the start
sending a series of hooks and jabs
to the head and midriff simultaneously "Freddie" saw more gloves
than Spalding's catalog.
"Smiley"
made another pass at "Freddie"
displacing his weight in ozone. Following up this, advantage, "Smiley"
landed his famous shock punch to
the left eyebrow. "Snuff" fell hard
to the canvas, emitting an agonizing groan that lingered a long time
over the campus.
He claimed a
foul saying that he was hit in the
clinch. The referee, "Trilobite" Calhoun deliberated several minutes
before rendering his decision. He
walked over in real Sullivan fashion, and lifted the battered hero
from the resin dust, holding up
bis right glove in token of victory.
The enraged "Smiley" flew from
his corner in p. panic and, with a
flow of forecastle English that ^sracfe
the Cadets flush in shame, he swung

RHYME'S ROWDIES
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a terrific left which caught the
referee on the cheek. The house
went into an uproar and a near
riot followed. Chief Allison, sizing
the situation up at a glance, rushed
into the ring blandishing his headache stick and horse-pistol over his
head, and brought the Tigerville
flash to the floor with one well-timed blow across the heel, and drug
him through the razzing crowd to
the callaboose. The entire assemblage gave their approval for Chief
Allison's heroic act, swearing allegiance to him in his restoration
of law and order. The crop of cadets surging upon the floor, picked
the gory gladiator from the canvas
and bore him off in majestic triumph as monarch of the campus.
The'whole assemblage then adjourned to "Swede" Oberg's spacious

apartments on the ground floor of
Villa Number 2, and enjoyed a
sumptous feast.
Dancing and carousing followed this until the
jovial O. D. announced curfew in
the wee ho'urs of the morning.
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Pause

that refreshes

No matter how busy you are—how hard you
work or play—don't forget you owe yourself that refreshing pause with Coca-Cola.

~»~- LISTEN I2V ——Granlland Rice -1- Famous
Sports Champions -—Coca-Cola
Orchestra —Wednesday 10:30
to 11 p. m. E. S. T. — Coast to
Coast NBC Netwofk -•-»—

You can always find a minute, here and
there, and you don't have to look far or
wait long for Coca-Cola. A pure drink of
natural flavors—always ready for you—
ice-cold—around the corner from anywhere. Along with millions of people every
day, you'll find in Coca-Cola's wholesome
refreshment a delightful way to well-being.
The Coca-Cola Company, Atlanta, Ga.
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Your good deed
for today

"One Punch" Daniel Features
on Faculty Pugilistic Encounter; "Smiley" Sikes
Looks Good
The high-powered boxing team,
composed exclusively of Clemson
profs and coached by the inimitable
P. Doggie Rhyne, former paperweight champion of the world, added greater laurels to their illustrious
record 'by decisively trouncing the
pugs from the University of S. C,
Institution for Imhiciles, last night.
Although clearly outwitted from
start to finish, the profs demonstrated beyond a shadow of a doubt
that brawn is mighter than the
brain.
To select one man as the star of
the battle would be an injustice to
the rest; but, if a hero must be
mentioned, our hat is off to D. W.
"One Punch" Daniel. This supplebodied lad from the backwoods of
Laurens county leaped into the
lime-light by putting the blinkers
on his opponent, "Billiard" Godfrey,
in the first round of a scheduler
10-round battle. The bout started
with a bang.
As "One P'unch"
stepped into the ring, the feminine
contingent went into a frenzy. This
so enraged "Billiard" that he hurled a stool from his corner of the
ring and caught "One Punch" flat
on the beak.
Undisturbed by thia
ungentlemanly act, "One Punch"
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